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4 SHORT SLEEVE JERSEYS

Our most selling item is the short sleeve 
jersey. Choose from several alternatives 

in each of our collections with many 
options for different patterns and fabrics. 
With these different jerseys you are sure 

to find the perfect solution 
for your needs.

SHORT 
SLEEVE 

JERSEYS 
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Razor
PRO

MEN 
n50076-MS35 
n50076-MS36  
(with removable waterproof pouch)

WOMEN 
n50076-LS35 
n50076-LS36 
(with removable waterproof pouch)

N O T E S

 ∙ This unique combination of lightweight and breathable 
fabrics, specifically developed for racing, 

will help keep you cool and dry.

 ∙ The elastic fabrics deliver a perfect fit, keeping you 
comfortable on even the longest rides.

 ∙ Robust and durable hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures 
continuity of design and easy manipulation with one hand.

 ∙ Comfortable elbow-length, aero-fit sleeves 
with seamless bonded hem edge.

 ∙ Lower rear left and right pockets offer easy access 
to stowed items, while large volume centre pocket 

accommodates bigger items.

 ∙ Elastic seams provide enhanced flexibility and better fit.

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight



6 SHORT SLEEVE JERSEYS

MEN 
n50074-MS61 
n50074-MS62 

(with removable waterproof pouch)

WOMEN 
n50074-LS61 
n50074-LS62 

(with removable waterproof pouch)

VeranoUltra
PRO

 ∙ Combination of ultra-lightweight and highly breathable 
fabrics to keep you cool and dry in hot summer temperatures.

 ∙ Sleeves and back made from very light and breathable 
material for maximum ventilation.

 ∙ Robust and durable hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures 
continuity of design and easy manipulation with one hand.

 ∙ Comfortable elbow-length, aero-fit sleeves 
with seamless bonded hem edge.

 ∙ Lower rear left and right pockets offer easy access to stowed items, 
while large volume centre pocket accommodates bigger items.

 ∙ Elastic seams provide enhanced flexibility and better fit. 
 
Please note: It is advisable to use sun cream underneath.

N O T E S

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight
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Carbon
PRO

MEN 
n51079-MS31 
n51079-MS32 
(with removable waterproof pouch)

WOMEN 
n51079-LS31 
n51079-LS32 
(with removable waterproof pouch)

 ∙ Fast-drying, knitted fabric wicks away sweat 
from your skin to keep you dry.

 ∙ Robust and durable hidden semi-autolock 
zipper ensures continuity of design 

and easy manipulation with one hand.

 ∙ Comfortable elbow-length, aero-fit sleeves 
with seamless bonded hem edge.

 ∙ Lower rear left and right pockets offer easy access 
to stowed items, while large volume centre pocket 

accommodates bigger items.

 ∙ Elastic seams provide enhanced flexibility and better fit.

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S



8 SHORT SLEEVE JERSEYS

MEN 
n50251-MS21

WOMEN 
n50251-LS21

Rainex
PRO

 ∙ This all-membrane jersey gives great protection in wet 
weather and throughout wide range of conditions.

 ∙ Windproof with water-repellent protection in a race-ready cut.

 ∙ When worn in combination with our RainMem arm warmers 
this jersey effectively becomes a membrane jacket.

 ∙ Robust and durable hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures 
continuity of design and easy manipulation with one hand.

 ∙ Comfortable elbow-length, aero-fit sleeves 
with seamless bonded hem edge.

 ∙ Lower rear left and right pockets offer easy access to stowed items, 
while large volume centre pocket accommodates bigger items.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Aerodynamics Breathability Insulation Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S
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Shark
PRO

MEN 
n51077-MS42

WOMEN 
n51077-LS42

 ∙ This breathable jersey has a water repellent 
coating to keep the rain off, and a soft, 

warm micro-brushed inner face.

 ∙ Less wind protection than the Rainex, but more 
breathable, making this jersey more suited 

for slightly warmer, dryer conditions.

 ∙ High, close-fitting collar to protect your neck 
from the cold and wet weather.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay and keep you dry.

 ∙ Robust and durable hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures 
continuity of design and easy manipulation with one hand.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Aerodynamics Breathability Insulation Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S



10 SHORT SLEEVE JERSEYS

MEN 
n51072-MS53 
n51072-MS54 

(with removable waterproof pouch)

WOMEN 
n51072-LS53 
n51072-LS54 

(with removable waterproof pouch)

Stripes
ELITE

 ∙ Two fabrics are combined to offer a breathable jersey 
with an anatomical cut.

 ∙ Comfortable elbow-length, aero-fit sleeves 
with seamless bonded hem edge.

 ∙ Three back pockets with small opening for cable access.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband prevents your top from riding-up.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50078-MS50 
n50078-MS51 
(with removable waterproof pouch)

WOMEN 
n50078-LS50 
n50078-LS51 
(with removable waterproof pouch)

 ∙ Our ever-popular lightweight and breathable 
Spinn jersey remains our best-seller 

with cycling clubs and companies.

 ∙ Elastic inserts under sleeves for 
a comfortable anatomical fit.

 ∙ Comfortable elbow-length, aero-fit sleeves 
with seamless bonded hem edge.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

 ∙ Three back pockets with small opening for cable access.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband prevents your top from riding-up.

Spinn
ELITE

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S



12 SHORT SLEEVE JERSEYS

REC-Spinn
ELITE

 ∙ All the same features and benefits of our 
ELITE Spinn short sleeve jersey.

 ∙  Main parts of the jersey are made from recycled fabrics.

 ∙  Both fabrics are third-party certified 
to Global Recycled Standards.

 ∙  Elastic inserts under sleeves for a comfortable anatomical fit. 

 ∙  Comfortable elbow-length, aero-fit sleeves 
with seamless bonded hem edge. 

 ∙  Three back pockets with small opening for cable access.

N O T E S

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight
MEN 

n51076-MS50 
n51076-MS51 

(with removable waterproof pouch)

WOMEN 
n51076-LS50 
n51076-LS51  

(with removable waterproof pouch)
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MEN 
n50023-MS23

WOMEN 
n50023-LS23

Discover
OFF-ROAD

N O T E S

Breathability Lightweight

 ∙ Loose fit provides maximum comfort.

 ∙ Lightweight, breathable, and durable Activex fabric 
helps keep you cool and dry.

 ∙ Elastic sleeve fabric gives greater comfort and range of motion.

 ∙ Bonded, seamless front panel and sleeve ends 
provide enhanced comfort.

 ∙ Zipped side pocket to secure your valuables.

 ∙ Collar with invisible seam finish is more comfortable.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.



14 SHORT SLEEVE JERSEYS

Free Ride
OFF-ROAD 

 ∙ A versatile jersey, designed for use in BMX, 
Freeride and Downhill disciplines. 

 ∙  New updated pattern features a longer body 
to ensure the jersey stays tucked in. 

 ∙  Made from a breathable polyester fabric. 

 ∙  Reflective elements for increased visibility. 

N O T E S

Breathability Lightweight
UNI 

n50063-US01 
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MEN 
n50070-MS41

WOMEN 
n50070-LS41

 ∙ Good levels of breathability and comfort 
for a basic jersey.

 ∙ Three back pockets with small opening 
for cable access.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband prevents your top 
from riding-up.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Spinn Active
ACTIVE

N O T E S

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight



16 LONG SLEEVE JERSEYS

When the temperature drops, a long sleeve 
jersey can be the ideal alternative to ensure 

you maintain a comfortable temperature 
on your rides. From our PRO and ELITE 

collections, these close-fitting jerseys are 
made from insulated and elastic fabrics 

with brushed fibres on the inside for extra 
warmth and comfort. In the OFF-ROAD 

section you will find options for BMX, 
MTB and gravel riding.

LONG 
SLEEVE 

JERSEYS 
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 ∙ 4-way stretch fabrics deliver a race-ready fit.

 ∙ Breathable fabrics keep your body temperature 
regulated for better comfort.

 ∙ Warm and comfortable soft-brushed 
inner face of the fabric.

 ∙ Sleeve ending has improved cuffs 
for better fit and comfort.

 ∙ Long underlaid zipper with cover for added comfort.

 ∙ Lower rear left and right pockets offer 
easy access to stowed items.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Temps
PRO

MEN 
n50052-ML46

WOMEN 
n50052-LL46 

Aerodynamics Breathability Insulation

N O T E S



18 LONG SLEEVE JERSEYS

MEN 
n50057-ML40

WOMEN 
n50057-LL40

Andorra
ELITE

 ∙ Insulated and breathable Andorra material will keep 
you warm in cold conditions and keep your body 
temperature regulated for better comfort.

 ∙ Three back pockets with small opening for cable access.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband prevents your top from riding-up.

Aerodynamics Breathability Insulation

N O T E S
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 ∙ Loose fit provides maximum comfort.

 ∙ Breathable and durable Activex fabric 
helps keep you cool and dry.

 ∙ Sleeve ending has improved cuffs 
for better fit and comfort.

 ∙ Collar with invisible seam finish is more comfortable.

 ∙ Zipped side pocket to secure your valuables.

 ∙ Bonded, seamless front panel for added comfort.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Discover
OFF-ROAD

MEN 
n50023-ML23

WOMEN 
n50023-LL23 

Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S



20 LONG SLEEVE JERSEYS

UNI 
n51024-UL24 

n51025-UL24 (VeranoUltra)

BMX
OFF-ROAD

 ∙ Lightweight and breathable jersey suitable for BMX, 
Freeride and Downhill competitions. 

 ∙  Improved fit with longer body to stay tucked in all ride long. 

 ∙  Complies with new UCI rules regarding use 
of elastic aero fabric. 

 ∙  Available in a lighter and highly breathable 
VeranoUltra version. 

 ∙ Improved sleeve end cuff for better comfort. 

 ∙  Reflective elements for increased visibility. 

Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S
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 ∙ A versatile jersey, designed for use in BMX, 
Freeride and Downhill disciplines. 

 ∙ New updated pattern features a longer body to 
ensure the jersey stays tucked in. 

 ∙ Made from a breathable polyester fabric. 

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility. 

Free Ride
OFF-ROAD

N O T E S

UNI 
n50063-UL01 

Breathability Lightweight 



22 GILETS

We offer many options of this versatile 
piece of kit from our PRO and ELITE 
collections. These include variations 

of mesh or insulated back panels 
and an option that includes 

pockets at the rear.

GILETS
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 ∙ Main panels made from membrane fabrics, giving great 
all-round protection from the elements.

 ∙ Wind resistant fabric keeps you warm.

 ∙ Two-way zipper gives extra comfort enabling greater 
ventilation control and easy access to jersey pockets.

 ∙ Optional back panel fabric, membrane gives greater 
protection while mesh offers greater breathability.

 ∙ Light and packable. Easily stowed in rear pocket.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Stratos
PRO

MEN 
n50111-MN01 (mesh back panel) 
n50118-MN20 (membrane back panel)

WOMEN 
n50111-LN01 (mesh back panel) 
n50118-LN20 (membrane back panel)

Breathability Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S

Breathability Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness

Membrane 
back panel:

Mesh 
back panel:



24 GILETS

MEN 
n50052-MN35

WOMEN 
n50052-LN35

Temps
PRO

 ∙ 4-way stretch fabrics deliver a race-ready fit.

 ∙ Breathable fabrics keep your body temperature 
regulated for better comfort.

 ∙ Warm and comfortable soft-brushed inner face of the fabric.

 ∙ Lower rear left and right pockets offer easy access 
to stowed items.

 ∙ Light and packable. Easily stowed in rear pocket.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S
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 ∙ Made from membrane fabric gives great 
all-round protection from the elements.

 ∙ Wind resistant fabric keeps you warm.

 ∙ Optional back panel fabric, membrane gives greater 
protection while mesh offers greater breathability.

 ∙ Lower rear left and right pockets offer 
easy access to stowed items.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband prevents your top from riding-up.

Mission Flow
ELITE

MEN 
n50126-MN03 (mesh back panel) 
n50128-MN05 (membrane back panel)

WOMEN 
n50126-LN33 (mesh back panel) 
n50128-LN35 (membrane back panel)

Breathability Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S

Breathability Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness

Membrane 
back panel:

Mesh 
back panel:



26 GILETS

MEN 
n50113-MN19

WOMEN 
n50113-LN19

MicroFiber
ELITE

 ∙ This lightweight gilet is easily packable 
to fold away into your pocket.

 ∙ Breathable fabrics helps keep you cool and dry.

 ∙ Elastic side panel to improve fit and comfort.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Lightweight Waterproofness

N O T E S
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N O T E S



28 JACKETS

If you cycle all year round, it’s only 
a matter of time before you will need 
a good quality jacket. We offer a huge 

range of options across our collections. 
From lighter membrane jackets to highly 
developed patterns featuring the latest 

technical fabrics that will keep you snug 
even in deep winter, you are sure to find 

the ideal jacket for your needs. 

JACKETS
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Diamond
PRO

MEN 
n50072-ML23 
 
WOMEN 
n50072-LL23

 ∙ This deep winter all-membrane jacket gives 
maximum protection from the elements.

 ∙ Windproof and water resistant 
(Water Column 10 000 mm).

 ∙ Second internal layer is micro-brushed 
with zipped front panel for versatile 

temperature control.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay and keep you dry.

 ∙ New printable front panel waistband for greater 
comfort and custom design versatility.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Breathability Insulation Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S
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ThermoTech
PRO

MEN 
n50253-ML24 

 
WOMEN 

n50253-LL24

 ∙ Front panel, shoulders and sleeves, are made from membrane 
fabrics to give great protection from wind and rain.

 ∙ This jacket also features a highly breathable fabric 
treated with water-repellent which gives good 
protection from light rain and wet roads.

 ∙ 4-way stretch fabrics combined with a race ready fit.

 ∙ Brushed inner face of the fabrics is warm and comfortable.

 ∙ Outer layer back pocket made from membrane fabric 
gives added lower back protection from rain.

Breathability Insulation Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S
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Rainex
PRO

MEN 
n50251-ML21 
 
WOMEN 
n50251-LL21

 ∙ Highly versatile jacket, made from elastic 
all-membrane fabrics, gives great protection 

throughout wide range of conditions.

 ∙ High level of water resistance 
(Water Column 8 000 mm).

 ∙ Race-ready aero fit gives aerodynamic 
advantage and reduces drag to make you 
faster even in poor weather conditions.

 ∙ Robust and durable hidden semi-autolock 
zipper ensures continuity of design 

and easy manipulation with one hand.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

N O T E S

Aerodynamics Breathability Insulation

Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness
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Vent+
PRO

MEN 
n50252-ML22 

 
WOMEN 

n50252-LL22

 ∙ 4-way stretch fabrics combined with a race ready fit.

 ∙ Breathable and lightweight fabric, treated with a water 
repellent coating to help keep you dry.

 ∙ Breathable sleeve inserts and back panel 
for greater ventilation control.

 ∙ Outer layer of back pocket made from membrane fabric 
gives added lower back protection from rain.

N O T E S

Aerodynamics Breathability Insulation

Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness
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MEN 
n51077-ML42

WOMEN 
n51077-LL42

Shark

 ∙ This waterproof and breathable jacket has 
a water repellent coating to keep the rain off 

and a soft and warm micro-brushed inner face.

 ∙ Less wind protection than the Rainex, but more 
breathable, making this jacket more suited 

for slightly warmer, dryer conditions.

 ∙ High, close-fitting collar to protect your neck 
from the cold and wet weather.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay and keep you dry.

 ∙ Robust and durable hidden semi-autolock zipper ensures 
continuity of design and easy manipulation with one hand.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

PRO

N O T E S

Aerodynamics Breathability Insulation

Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness
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eVent
PRO

MEN 
n50219-ML09 

 
WOMEN 

n50219-LL09

 ∙ A packable windproof and waterproof all-membrane jacket.

 ∙ Exceptional water column score of > 20 000 mm 
giving maximum protection from the elements.

 ∙ Two-way zipper gives extra comfort enabling greater 
ventilation control and easy access to jersey pockets.

 ∙ Fully tape-sealed seams prevent water ingress through 
the stitching even in the worst conditions.

 ∙ Underlaid waterproof zipper will also 
help to keep the rain out.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay and keep you dry.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Breathability Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50211-ML01

WOMEN 
n50211-LL01

Stratos

 ∙ A packable windproof and water-resistant rainjacket 
that will help you cope with bad weather.

 ∙ Windproof fabric keeps you warm.

 ∙ All membrane jacket gives good protection 
from the elements.

 ∙ Water resistant fabric (Water Column > 10 000 mm) 
keeps you dryer for longer.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay and keep you dry.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

PRO

Breathability Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S



36 JACKETS

MEN 
n50249-ML06

WOMEN 
n50249-LL06

Winter Flow
ELITE

 ∙ Insulated, water-resistant water column > 10 000 mm 
and wind resistant membrane fabric keeps you warm 
and dry in winter conditions.

 ∙ Good level of breathability reduces overheating.

 ∙ Low tail to keep road spray at bay and keep you dry.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

 ∙ Three-compartment back pocket.

 ∙ Silicone elastic waistband prevents 
your top from riding-up.

Breathability Insulation Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50248-ML06 
n50248-MZ07 (removable sleeves)

WOMEN 
n50248-LL06 
n50248-LZ07 (removable sleeves)

Mission Flow

 ∙ Spring and autumn membrane jacket with optional 
detachable sleeves transforming this jacket into 
a gilet, giving two garments for the price of one.

 ∙ Elastic inserts under sleeves 
for a comfortable anatomical fit.

 ∙ Water protective fabric keeps your dryer for longer.

 ∙ Wind resistant fabric keeps you warm.

 ∙ Three-compartment back pocket.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

ELITE

Breathability Lightweight Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S
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MEN 
n50213-ML19

WOMEN 
n50213-LL19

MicroFiber
ELITE

 ∙ Lightweight and packable fabric helps 
keep you cool and dry.

 ∙ Elastic side panels deliver a more precise fit.

 ∙ Three-compartment back pocket.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Lightweight Waterproofness

N O T E S
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N O T E S



40 SKINSUITS

Our research and development partnership 
with advanced technology brand Vorteq has 

delivered next generation road race and time 
trial skinsuits. Whether your objective is 

to achieve a personal best in a time trial, 
or podium a road race, we can make you faster. 

Our skinsuits are worn at the highest level 
of competitions by all our partner teams 

including Alpecin-Deceuninck and the Great 
Britain Cycling Team. Find your perfect option 

for track, road race, time trial, cyclo-cross 
and mountain bike disciplines.

SKINSUITS
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Project TT 1.0
PRO

 ∙ Patented technology to improve aerodynamics.

 ∙ Tests proved drag reduced by more than 5% compared 
to our Sonic suit. (results change for different 

body shape and position)

 ∙ Improved rider comfort compared 
to previous generation of skinsuits.

 ∙ Integrated back number pocket removes the need for pins 
and improves your aerodynamics, saving time 

and prolonging the life of the suit.

N O T E S

MEN 
n56042-MA14  
(Sonic 3D pad, one number pocket + radio pocket)

WOMEN 
n56042-UA15 
(Sonic 3D Women pad, one number pocket 
+ radio pocket)

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight
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Sonic
PRO

 ∙ Meticulously researched and tested combination 
of materials to reduce drag and improve speed.

 ∙ Invisible endings on legs and arms ensures perfect adhesion, 
reducing wrinkles and keeping your shape aero.

 ∙ Robust zipper will keep everything in place.

 ∙ Option to have no number pocket, or integrated back number 
pocket which removes the need for pins and improves your 
aerodynamics, saving time and prolonging the life of the suit.

N O T E S

MEN 
n50542-UT18 

(Sonic 3D pad, one number pocket 
+ radio pocket) 

n50542-UT04 
(Sonic 3D pad, without number pocket)

WOMEN 
n50542-UT19 

(Sonic 3D Women pad, 
one number pocket + radio pocket) 

n50542-UT05 
(Sonic 3D Women pad, without number pocket)

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight
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Project RR 1.0
PRO

 ∙ Patented technology to improve aerodynamics.

 ∙ Tests proved drag reduced by more than 5% compared 
to our Brios RR suit (results change 

for different body shape and position).

 ∙ An opening between the upper and lower 
parts for easier comfort breaks.

 ∙ Option to have no pockets, or integrated back number pocket 
which removes the need for pins and improves your aerodynamics, 

saving time and prolonging the life of the suit.

 ∙ Leg ends finished with bonded hem.

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S

MEN 
n56031-MA11 
(Endurance 3D pad, radio pocket, 
back pocket, without number pocket) 
n56031-MA12 
(Zoom X pad, radio pocket, 
back pocket, without number pocket) 
n56031-MA31 
(Endurance 3D pad, radio pocket, 
back pocket, number pocket) 
n56031-MA32 
(Zoom X pad, radio pocket, 
back pocket, number pocket)
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Project RR 1.0 Verano 
PRO

 ∙ All the same features and benefits of the Project RR 1.0 skinsuit, 
except designed for racing in extremely hot conditions. 

 ∙  Wind tunnel test data suggest aerodynamic performance is very 
close to that of the Project RR 1.0. 

 ∙  Also recommended for use in MTB races. 

N O T E S

MEN 
n56033-MA11 

(Endurance 3D pad, radio pocket, 
back pocket, without number pocket) 

n56033-MA12 
(Zoom X pad, radio pocket, back pocket, 

without number pocket) 
n56033-MA51 

(Endurance 3D pad, without pockets) 
n56033-MA52 

(Zoom X pad, without pockets)

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight
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Brios
PRO

MEN 
n56067-MA09 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n56067-MA20 (Zoom X pad)

WOMEN 
n56067-UA29 (Endurance 3D pad Women) 
n56067-UA28 (Zoom X pad Women)

 ∙ Made from a unique combination of high performance, 
aerodynamic materials.

 ∙ An opening between the upper and lower parts 
for easier comfort breaks.

 ∙ Race ready cut replacing jersey and bib shorts 
for a race day.

 ∙ Invisible endings on arms ensures perfect adhesion, 
reducing wrinkles and keeping your shape aero.

 ∙ Three compartment back pocket.

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S
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Verano
PRO

 ∙ The unique combination of our breathable materials 
Verano and Goffrato+ makes this skinsuit our 
recommendation for use in hot weather.

 ∙ An opening between the upper and lower 
parts for easier comfort breaks.

 ∙ Race ready cut replacing jersey and bib shorts 
for a race day.

 ∙ Invisible endings on arms ensures perfect adhesion, 
reducing wrinkles and keeping your shape aero.

 ∙ Three compartment back pocket.

N O T E S

MEN 
n56061-MA09 (Endurance 3D pad) 

n56061-MA20 (Zoom X pad) 
 

WOMEN 
n56061-UA29 (Endurance 3D pad Women)

n56061-UA28 (Zoom X pad Women)

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight
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Shiro
PRO

MEN 
n56068-MA09 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n56068-MA20 (Zoom X pad)

WOMEN 
n56068-UA29 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n56068-UA28 (Zoom X pad)

 ∙ A specialist CX variation based on our 
popular Brios road race skinsuit. 

 ∙ Long sleeves for warmth, with the familiar stripes on 
the shoulders for added aerodynamic benefit. 

 ∙ The main fabric features a water resistant (WR) 
treatment to protect the rider from wet conditions, 

while still being lightweight and breathable. 

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S
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MEN 
n56018-MA03 (Endurance 3D pad) 

n56018-MA38 (Zoom X pad)

WOMEN 
n56018-UA35 (Endurance 3D pad Women)

n56018-UA34 (Zoom X pad Women)

Lycra Power
ELITE

 ∙ The Power Lycra fabric provides combination of elasticity 
and aerodynamics.

 ∙ Race ready cut replacing jersey 
and bib shorts for a race day.

 ∙ Legs finished with elastic fabric for maximal comfort.

 ∙ Option to have zero or one back pocket depending 
on your personal preference.

 ∙ Robust zipper will keep everything in place.

SHORT SLEEVE

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S
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Lycra Power
ELITE

MEN 
n56028-MA03 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n56028-MA38 (Zoom X pad)

WOMEN 
n56028-UA35 (Endurance 3D pad Women) 
n56028-UA34 (Zoom X pad Women)

 ∙ The Power Lycra fabric provides combination 
of elasticity and aerodynamics.

 ∙ Race ready cut replacing jersey 
and bib shorts for a race day.

 ∙ Legs finished with elastic fabric for maximal comfort.

 ∙ Option to have zero or one back pocket 
depending on your personal preference.

 ∙ Robust zipper will keep everything in place.

LONG SLEEVE

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S



50 BIB SHORTS

Perhaps the most essential piece 
of cycling kit is a comfortable pair 

of shorts. Choose from several options 
across our collections and experience 

the performance and comfort 
of our top sponsored teams. 

We also have a variety of options 
to combat all conditions and keep 

you on the road whatever 
the weather. 

BIB
SHORTS 
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Goffrato+
PRO

MEN 
n61063-MA13 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n61063-MA12 (Zoom X pad)

WOMEN 
n61063-LA02 (Endurance 3D pad Women) 
n61063-LA04 (Zoom X pad Women)

 ∙ Lightweight and compressive fabrics are 
comfortable and give aerodynamic advantage 

which reduces drag to make you faster.

 ∙ Elastic mesh straps are lightweight, breathable and 
constructed with bonded seams for extra comfort.

 ∙ Elastic mesh inserts at the back of the thighs 
provide better fit and enhanced comfort.

 ∙ Anti-slip leg grippers keep your shorts in place.

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S
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RainMem
PRO

MEN 
n60063-MA05 (Endurance 3D pad) 

n60063-MA20 (Zoom X pad) 
 

WOMEN 
n60063-LA02 (Endurance 3D pad Women)

 ∙ Insulated and wind-resistant membrane fabric 
keeps you warm in colder conditions.

 ∙ 4-way stretch fabrics deliver a sleek 
aerodynamic fit to make you faster.

 ∙ Water Column > 10 000 mm. Breathability > 11 000 g/m2/24hr.

 ∙ Roubaix fabric straps with warm brushed 
inner face for extra warmth.

 ∙ Anti-slip leg grippers keep your shorts in place and are stitched 
with flat reflective seam for added comfort and increased visibility.

Breathability Insulation Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S
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Shark
PRO

MEN 
n61067-MA38 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n61067-MA39 (Zoom X pad)

WOMEN 
n61067-LA40 (Endurance 3D pad Women) 
n61067-LA41 (Zoom X pad Women)

 ∙ Breathable fabric with water repellent coating to keep 
the rain off and a brushed inner liner for warmth.

 ∙ 4-way stretch fabrics deliver a sleek 
aerodynamic fit to make you faster.

 ∙ Anti-slip leg grippers keep your shorts in place 
and are stitched with flat reflective seam 
for added comfort and increased visibility.

 ∙ Less wind protection than the RainMem, but more 
breathable, making this shorts more suited for 

slightly warmer, dryer conditions and racing. 

Aerodynamics Breathability Insulation Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S
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Lycra Power
ELITE

MEN 
n60069-MA89 (Endurance 3D pad) 

n60069-MA49 (Zoom X pad)

WOMEN 
n60069-LA89 (Endurance 3D pad Women) 

n60069-LA50 (Zoom X pad Women)

 ∙ 4-way stretch Lycra Power fabric delivers 
a sleek aerodynamic fit to make you faster.

 ∙ Breathable fabric keeps your body temperature 
regulated for better comfort.

 ∙ Flat seams deliver enhanced comfort.

 ∙ Anti-slip leg grippers keep your shorts in place.

Aerodynamics Breathability Lightweight

N O T E S
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MEN 
n60064-MA07 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n60064-MA24 (Zoom X pad)

 
WOMEN 
n60064-LA52 (Endurance 3D pad Women)
n60064-LA51 (Zoom X pad Women)

Roubaix
ELITE

 ∙ Insulated fabric keeps you warm in winter conditions.

 ∙ Breathable fabric keeps your body temperature 
regulated for better comfort.

 ∙ Brushed inner face of fabric feels warm against your skin.

 ∙ Roubaix fabric straps with warm brushed 
inner face for extra warmth.

 ∙ Anti-slip leg grippers keep your shorts in place.

Breathability Insulation

N O T E S
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When cycling in cold conditions 
it is important to protect your 

joints and keep them warm. 
We offer several options across our PRO 

and ELITE collections, including full-length 
bib tights with different fabric options. 
Our START-FINISH pants are perfect for 

warming up before events and staying 
warm immediately after.

LONG
TIGHTS 
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MEN 
n60267-MA70 (Endurance 3D pad) 
n60267-MA55 (Zoom X pad) 
n60267-MA56 (no pad)

WOMEN 
n60267-LA83 (Endurance 3D pad Women) 
n60267-LA58 (no pad)

RainMem

 ∙ 4-way stretch fabrics deliver enhanced comfort.

 ∙ Insulated and wind resistant membrane fabric 
keeps you warm in winter conditions.

 ∙ Water column > 10 000 mm and breathability > 11 000 g/m2/24hr.

 ∙ Roubaix fabric straps with warm brushed 
inner face for extra warmth. 

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

PRO

Breathability Insulation Waterproofness Windproofness

N O T E S
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MEN 
n60266-MA30 (Endurance 3D pad) 

n60266-MA35 (Zoom X pad) 
n60266-MA93 (no pad)

WOMEN 
n60266-LA33 (Endurance 3D pad Women) 

n60266-LA36 (Zoom X pad Women) 
n60266-LA93 (no pad)

Roubaix
ELITE

 ∙ 4-way stretch fabrics deliver enhanced comfort.

 ∙ Thermally insulated Roubaix fabric 
keeps you warm in winter conditions.

 ∙ Breathable fabric keeps your body temperature 
regulated for better comfort.

 ∙ Roubaix fabric straps with warm brushed 
inner face for extra warmth.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

Breathability Insulation

N O T E S
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UNI 
n70271-UP18

Pants START-FINISH

 ∙ Full length side zippers for ease of dressing.

 ∙ Thermally insulated fabric keeps you warm 
in winter conditions.

 ∙ Breathable fabric keeps your body temperature 
regulated for better comfort.

 ∙ Elastic waistband for better comfort and fit.

 ∙ Reflective elements for increased visibility.

ELITE

Breathability Insulation

N O T E S
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Complete your unique look 
from head to toe with our range 
of custom designed accessories. 

We have a wide variety of options 
including caps, gloves, warmers 

and overshoes.

ACCESSORIES
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Arm Warmers
 ∙ Essential accessory for spring and autumn rides.

 ∙ Wear in combination with short sleeve jersey as 
a more flexible alternative to a long sleeve jersey.

 ∙ Choice of Lycra, RainMem or Roubaix fabrics.

 ∙ Silicon rubber gripper to stop the garment moving.

UNI 
n70012-UF04 (Roubaix) 
n70017-UF07 (RainMem X3) 
n70011-UF04 (Lycra)

N O T E S
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UNI 
n70032-UF04 (Roubaix) 

n70039-UF19 (Roubaix – mesh) 
n70037-UF09 (RainMem X3) 

n70031-UF04 (Lycra)

 ∙ Wear in combination with bib shorts as a more flexible 
alternative during spring and autumn rides.

 ∙ Choice of Lycra, RainMem or Roubaix fabrics.

 ∙ Option of mesh material on the back for greater ventilation.

 ∙ Silicon rubber gripper to stop the garment moving.

 ∙ Zipper on the sides for easier wearing and removal.

Leg Warmers

N O T E S
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Knee Warmers 
 ∙ Wear in combination with bib shorts as a more 

flexible alternative to ¾ length bib tights.

 ∙ Choice of Lycra, RainMem or Roubaix fabrics.

 ∙ Option of mesh material on the back for greater ventilation.

 ∙ Easily fold into your back pocket.

 ∙ Silicon rubber gripper to stop the garment moving.

UNI 
n70022-UF04 (Roubaix) 
n70029-UF18 (Roubaix – mesh) 
n70027-UF07 (RainMem X3) 
n70021-UF04 (Lycra)

N O T E S
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UNI 
n70048-UF24 (Sonic) 

n70044-UF01 (Project) 
n70071-UF01 (Aero set Project)

 ∙ Choice of aero overshoes designed for use in racing. 

 ∙  Enhanced aerodynamic performance for your feet. 

 ∙  Sonic overshoes feature a revised pattern for better fit 
to your shoe and a new double gripper around the lower 
part of your leg to help them stay in position. 

 ∙  PROJECT overshoes use the same updated pattern for 
great fit and can be used in combination with our stock 
KALAS Z3 Project 1.0 aerosocks, which use Vorteq’s 
patented double-layer technology.

Aero Overshoes

N O T E S
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Overshoes
 ∙ Choice of Lycra, RainMem or Roubaix fabrics.

 ∙ With long zipper for ease of use.

 ∙ Easily fold into your back pocket.

 ∙ Anti-slip gripper to keep the cuff in place.

UNI 
n70042-UF14 (Roubaix) 
n70047-UF16 (RainMem X3) 
n70041-UF14 (Lycra) 

N O T E S
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UNI 
n70116-UF24

 ∙ Made from quick-drying, anti-fade PES X4 fabric 
which retains its colour despite prolonged 
exposure to direct sunlight. 

 ∙ One strip of fabric from front to back, with mesh 
side panels for enhanced breathability. 

 ∙ Available in a range of sizes to help 
you find your perfect fit. 

N O T E S

Cap
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 ∙ Lightweight and breathable summer cycling mitts.

 ∙ Stretchy, elastic material for a close but comfortable fit.

 ∙ Foam padding for palm protection.

UNI 
n70532-UP01 (Regular) 
n70531-UP17 (Aerodynamic)

N O T E S

Short Gloves
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UNI 
n70577-UP16 (RainMem)

 ∙ Thermally insulated membrane fabric.

 ∙ Non-slip silicone pattern on the palms.

N O T E S

Long Gloves
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N O T E S



70 PADS

Choosing the most appropriate pad 
or ‘chamois’ to best suit your body type 

and kind of riding can make a huge 
difference to comfort and performance. 

All our pads are supplied by industry 
leading Italian manufacturer 

Elastic Interface.

PADS
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Endurance 3D

 ∙ 3D anatomic shape achieved thanks to two 
half-moon components for enhanced fit. 

 ∙ Special frontal top features additional perforation 
to allow best air permeability.

 ∙ Perforated layer for enhanced air flow and ventilation 
throughout the whole chamois.

 ∙ Ultrahigh density inserts of 200 kg/m3 specifically shaped 
and designed to cushion main pressure points.

 ∙ EIT CARBONIUM FLASH material has special channelled 
structure for enhanced air flow and ventilation.

 ∙ 80 density 6 mm thick insert purposely located 
in the front area for improved flexibility. 

The Endurance 3D pad has been created in a close collaboration 
with the performance specialist of cycling pads Elastic Interface. 
It is an ideal choice for those who are looking for an unequalled 

performing pad designed for long-distance riding.

Important features:
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Endurance 3D Women

 ∙  Wide central area with extra density, 
specifically shaped to fit female anatomy.

 ∙  3D anatomic shape achieved thanks to three 
components joined together for enhanced fit.

 ∙  Perforated layer for enhanced air flow and ventilation 
throughout the whole chamois.

 ∙  Ultrahigh density inserts of 200 kg/m3 specifically shaped 
and designed to cushion main pressure points.

 ∙  EIT CARBONIUM FLASH material has special channelled 
structure for enhanced air flow and ventilation.

The Endurance 3D pad has been created in close collaboration with 
the performance specialist of cycling pads Elastic Interface. 
It is an ideal choice for those who are looking for an unequalled 
performing pad designed for long-distance riding.

Important features:
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Zoom X

 ∙ Elastic material from microfiber and polyester 
fibres for maximum breathability.

 ∙ Dual density construction guarantees a great degree 
of protection and comfort.

 ∙ Bacteriostatic material.

 ∙ Extremely soft side wings providing freedom 
of movement and excellent fit.

 ∙ Perforated foam ensuring increased ventilation and quick dry.

 ∙ Specially designed perineal area to preserve blood circulation 
and to protect the sciatic nerve.

Multilevel elastic pad of the ELASTIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY® 
series made in an attractive design and developed 
to provide a great degree of protection and comfort.

Important features:
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Zoom X Women

 ∙ Elastic material from microfiber and polyester fibres 
for maximum breathability.

 ∙ Dual density construction guarantees a great 
degree of protection and comfort.

 ∙ Bacteriostatic material.

 ∙ Extremely soft side wings providing freedom of movement 
and excellent fit.

 ∙ Perforated foam ensuring increased ventilation and quick dry.

 ∙ Specially designed perineal area to preserve blood circulation 
and to protect the sciatic nerve.

Multilevel elastic pad of the ELASTIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY® 
series made in an attractive design and developed 
to provide a great degree of protection and comfort.

Important features:
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N O T E S
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